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What is ppu in astroneer

It's a type of power generation that uses nuclear nuclei. For the recipe see uranium. Main article on nuclear nuclei: Nuclear core For prescriptions see Uranium. To make the Nuclear Reactor generate power, it needs nuclear nuclei. The nuclear reactor can contain up to 3 cores at a time. How it works Every second, a nuclear core loses mass. For every 20
lost mass makes 1 PPU of power. Astroneer Wiki from Astroneer Wiki The Atmospheric Capacitor is one of the Modules in Astroneer. It condenses the Atmosphere around it into gases used for processing in the Chemistry Laboratory. Source[edit edit source] Atmospheric Condenser Output Input Module Plastic Glass Medium Printer Printer uses[edit source]
The following atmospheric resources can be gathered using the Atmospheric Capacitor, with different speeds per planet: Energy Consumption Rate: 6 U/s Atmospheric Capacitors work until all available storage slots on a platform are filled. If a condenser is placed on a large platform A, a single gas vessel will be produced. At most, the condenser can
produce up to 1152 canisters, or 5760 uses, using an extra large C platform, condenser and 3 large storage B silos, each with 12 medium gas vessels. This setting is good for players who want to collect rarer gases, such as Atrox helium, while exploring and can return to gas more than enough. Trivia[edit source] Before 0.10.1.0, the atmospheric capacitor
(formerly known as the fuel condenser) formatted Hidrazine from the planet's atmosphere, at the cost of a lot of constant energy use and a lot of time. When not in use, the atmospheric condenser can be switched to a gas with insufficient concentration to prevent noise. Each cycle for the Atmospheric Capacitor will fill one-fifth of a gas container, which is
equivalent to a use of that gas. The atmospheric condenser will stop working if it runs out of fixing slots to place gas canisters. You can place the atmospheric condenser on a large shuttle with energy and storage and travel around different planets to collect gases. The amount of energy needed to collect gas dramatically increases to lower PPU ratings; it
only costs 33% more power to charge at 75PPU compared to 100PPU, but costs 100% more power to charge at 25PPU compared to 50PPU. Media[edit source] Atmospheric condenser icon Early version of methane atmospheric condenser is an atmospheric resource in Astroneer. It will appear on specific planets in variable quantities. Since this gas is toxic
to living organisms, it is generally not present in planets that can sustain life. Methane is a key component in the creation of silicon that can be made in a chemical station. How do you get methane? To obtain methane gas, you will need to build an atmospheric condenser. This is a machine that will allow you to draw it from the air any planet that contains this
resource in the atmosphere. The atmospheric condenser building will allow you to extract gas from the atmosphere. What planets contain methane? The following table will show all the planets in Astroneer with the current PPU of methane that can be found on each planet. Not all planets contain this resource. Those marked with a PPU of 0 do not contain
any. What is methane used to create? Methane is only used in the creation of a single element in the chemical station. For late game structures and objects, some of the composite resources are very valuable. You may not have immediate use for this resource, but it is worth capturing some while on one of the planets if possible to save a return trip at a later
date. Nitrogen is an atmospheric resource in Astroneer. Nitrogen is a common gas found on life-supporting planets. This makes it a common resource in Sylva. However, it can be found on other planets. How do I get nitrogen? In order to obtain nitrogen gas, you will need to build an atmospheric condenser. This is a machine that will allow you to extract it
from the air of any planet that contains this resource in the atmosphere. The atmospheric condenser building will allow you to extract gas from the atmosphere. Which planets contain nitrogen? The following table will show all the planets in Astroneer with the current nitrogen PPU that can be found on each planet. Not all planets contain this resource. Those
marked with a PPU of 0 do not contain any. What is used to create nitrogen? Nitrogen is only used in the creation of a single element in the chemical station. For late game structures and objects, some of the composite resources are very valuable. You may not have immediate use for this resource, but it is worth capturing some while on one of the planets if
possible to save a return trip at a later date. PPU is a common acronym on resale sites like Craigslist which means pending pickup. It is used to notice that while an item has been promised to a buyer, if they do not pick it up it will be put up for sale again. Related Words: Swap Meet Desktop Emoji Emoji WAP Karen yeet TV remains PPU, if they don't appear
is yours New Chrome Grill, comes with gas tank and grill tools (PPU) simp WAP Karen yeet Jokideo This is not meant to be a formal definition of PPU like most of the terms we define in Dictionary.com , but it is rather an informal word summary that hopefully touches on the key aspects of the meaning and use of PPU than most of the terms we define in
Dictionary.com, but is rather a summary informal words that hopefully touches on the key aspects of the meaning and use of PPU that most of the terms we define in Dictionary.com, but is rather an informal word summary that hopefully touches the key aspects of the meaning and use of PPU than the PPU that will help our users expand their domain of the
word. My atmospheric capacitor in Atrox asks me to get 100 PPU to make methane, but I don't know how to get it. Can you help me solve this problem? Where can I get it? Thank you. Page 2 13 Comments Comments Comments
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